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BARRY GROSS
Partner

London

E: barry.gross@bclplaw.com

T: +44 (0) 20 3400 4038

BIOGRAPHY

▪ Experience in a broad range of corporate real estate advising real estate funds, institutional

investors, developers, occupiers and funders.

▪ Niche expertise in data centres in data centres and digital infrastructure leading multi-

disciplinary teams on cross-border transactions involving the development, leasing, funding,

acquisition and disposal of data centre assets through both asset and corporate M&A

transactions.

▪ Advises both domestic and overseas clients on the complete real estate life cycle from

acquisition, financing, development, leasing, asset management and disposal including

complex portfolio transactions.

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
tel:%2B44%20(0)%2020%203400%204038
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▪ Provides advice to clients who own and operate businesses where real estate is core to the

business including care homes, motorway services areas and electric vehicle charging

facilities.

▪ Heads up the real estate innovation team focused on the integration of the use of new

technology in the delivery of real estate legal services.  Barry has overseen the piloting and roll-

out of a number of emerging technologies seeking to drive efficiencies and maximise the

benefits of a data driven approach for our clients.

▪ Regular speaker at data centre conferences and events speaking on diverse topics including

ESG, Edge and the future of regulation.

Asset Management

Data Center and Digital Infrastructure

Hotels and Hospitality

Real Estate Retail

ADMISSIONS

England and Wales

Retail & Consumer Products

Asset Management

Restructuring & Insolvency/Special Situations

Finance

Real Estate

Commercial Real Estate

Hotels and Hospitality

Real Estate Retail

Data Center and Digital Infrastructure

Portfolio Sales

Banking Sector

Zero Emission Vehicles & Charging Infrastructure

AREAS OF FOCUS

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS
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RELATED INSIGHTS

News

Apr 12, 2023

Israel Practice

EXPERIENCE

▪ Led the team advising Irish power generation company on the proposed development of a

~130MW data centre adjoining its gas turbine power stations including structuring, regulatory,

leasing and development advice.

▪ Advised ServerFarm, US headquartered data centre operator on its acquisition of its LON1 data

centre; its first European data centre as well as the subsequent leasing and colo arrangements

▪ Advised a global financial institution on the restructuring of land holding arrangements and

subsequent sale and part leaseback of its main European data centre

▪ Advised ServerFarm on the acquisition of the 5Nines data centre services and operations

business operating in multiple jurisdictions including the UK, France, Finland and the

Netherlands

▪ Advised Menora Mivtachim, an Israeli institutional investor, on its investment into a Brockton

managed real estate fund vehicle holding diverse commercial real estate assets in the UK

▪ Advised clients of Argo Real Estate on the acquisition, asset management and ultimate

portfolio disposals of multiple industrial and retail units to a Blackstone managed entity and,

separately, Supermarket REIT

▪ Advised Aviva on the acquisition of Curtain House in London. This was the first acquisition for

its Climate Transition Fund.

▪ Advises Roadchef on all real estate aspects of its motorway services and trunk road services

operations including EV charging, lease management and expansion opportunities.  Recently

led on the real estate aspects of the disposal of Roadchef by Antin Infrastructure Partners to

funds managed by Macquarie

▪ A funder and its appointed receivers - advising on the management and disposal of a large

regional data centre let to a Telco provider.
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Partners present at Datacloud Global Congress 2023

News

Dec 14, 2022

BCLP advises Energia Group on Microsoft venture as pair announce CPPA for new

renewable energy in Ireland

Awards

Jun 13, 2022

BCLP Named Law Firm of the Year for Excellence in Digital Infrastructure Services at The

Tech Capital Awards 2022

Events

May 31, 2022

BCLP Lawyers Present at International Finance Forum 2022

News

Apr 21, 2022

BCLP Partner Participates in a Panel Discussion on ESG Initiatives at Datacloud Global

Congress 2022

News

Mar 01, 2022

Partner Participates in a Panel Discussion on Financing Data Centers at Data Centre

World Conference

News

Dec 02, 2021

BCLP advises Argo on £180 million urban logistics portfolio sale to St Modwen Logistics

& £73 million disposal to Supermarket REIT

International law firm Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner (BCLP) has advised long-standing client, Argo Real Estate

(Argo), on both the sale of a £180 million portfolio of urban warehouses to Blackstone owned, St Modwen

Logistics and, separately, two supermarkets assets in Swansea and Maidstone to Supermarket REIT for £73

million.

News

Sep 21, 2021

Partner quoted in Partnerships Bulletin on investment in data centers

Insights

13 July 2021

Cloud, Data Centre Sale-Leasebacks and the Pandemic – Accelerating Trends for UK

and European Regulated Firms

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the two linked trends of financial institutions transferring their IT

infrastructure to the cloud and selling their self-owned data centres in order to lease back only the reduced space

and power they require. These transactions can be complex and there are key recurring legal features.
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